
 

Dynaminds is a Netherlands-based AI consultancy company, focused on bridging the AI 
knowledge gap within organizations. The workshop is structured around the '7 Pillars of 
Successful AI Transformation Framework' (see top right figure). Our objective is to provide 
actionable insights and a roadmap for AI transformation aligning with your organization's vision. 
Additionally, Dynaminds provides an 'AI Advisor to the Board' service, acting as a continuous 
driver of AI Transformation in your organization. 
 

 
Give direction to your AI transformation journey. 

 
 

 
 

A holistic approach to AI Transformation.  
www.dynaminds.ai  |  info@dynaminds.ai  

+31 345 79 5005  
Based in The Netherlands. 

 

 
AI Advisor to the Board 

Service Factsheet 
 

Your Strategic Partner in AI Transformation 
Dynaminds' AI Advisor service is a cornerstone for organizations aspiring to 
seamlessly integrate AI, providing a structured approach towards achieving 
AI-driven innovation and efficiency. It provides direct AI expertise to your 
Board, continuously adding value to your AI Transformation Journey. 

Key Benefits  
This service provides instant AI expertise at the Board level along with highly-
tailored, curated news and insights into the latest relevant AI trends. Your AI 
Advisor guides top-level decisions and ensures the Board remains aligned 
with the AI strategy, it also provides updates on the running AI initiatives 
within your organization. 
 
The Advisor to the Board is a wise investment, ensuring continuous focus on 
AI within your organization and guiding informed decision-making 

Key Service Elements 
▪ State of AI Workshop: Initial 

workshop for the Board to outline 
AI strategy. 

▪ Periodic AI Update: Monthly Board 
updates on AI progress. 

▪ AI Research and AI Trends: 
Customized, relevant AI market 
research. 

▪ AI Initiative Reporting: Outcomes 
report of AI initiatives. 

▪ AI Roadmap: Continuous guidance on 
aligning AI with long-term goals. 

▪ 7 Pillars Framework Revisited: Annual 
review to guide top-level AI decisions. 

▪ Strategic Counsel: High-level AI 
implications and opportunities advisory. 
(ad hoc) 

▪ AI Business Case Advice: Advisory on 
AI-related business topics. (ad hoc) 

▪ AI Risk Assessment: Risk advisory on AI 
projects and strategies. (ad hoc) 

▪ Ethical Guidance: Advisory on AI ethical 
considerations. (ad hoc) 

▪ Internal Communication: Regular AI 
updates for key stakeholders and 
workforce. (ad hoc) 

AI Advisor to the Board 
▪ Acts as an extension of your executive Board team, offering specialized support in 

crafting and executing a long-term AI strategy. 
▪ Provides a continuous driving force in your AI transformation journey, ensuring alignment 

with your organization's vision and goals. 
▪ Has touchpoints with the Board frequently, as detailed the figure below, providing 

Monthly AI updates, combining internal and external sources.  
▪ Follows a structured approach: the 7 Pillars of Successful AI Transformation framework 

(the elements of the Framework are displayed in the top right figure). 
▪ Facilitates informed decision-making through regular updates on external AI trends and 

internal AI initiative outcomes. 
▪ Engages closely with key stakeholders, ensuring a collaborative approach towards 

leveraging AI effectively within your organization. Physically visits different parts of your 
organization regularly. 

▪ Is reachable for ad-hoc AI advice via phone or mail. 

Practical Information  
▪ A flat-fee subscription-based service 

model. 
▪ Your organization will benefit from a 

dedicated AI Advisor with a university 
degree. 

▪ Tangible Deliverables: Slide decks; 
further reading digests; AI Strategy and 
AI Roadmap (as part of the State of AI 
Workshop); and ready-to-use AI 
content for internal communication 
purposes. 
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